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HAWXs graphics were so good that it stands to this day as one of the best looking Xbox-era games. The locations
looked fantastic, and the levels, while repetitive in their overall structure, were interesting enough to keep you
coming back. The style of combat put you right in the thick of things, making you feel every impact of even a

simple, but prolonged gunfight. The framerate never faltered, even when two dozen rockets were being fired at
you from a surface-to-air missile interceptor. One of my favourite features of the game was the inclusion of

weather systems, primarily in ground vehicles, but there were a few that came in the air. Weather conditions could
affect flying speeds and visibility, or in extreme cases, cause lightning strikes that would destroy the surrounding
terrain. Aside from the weather, the game also included support for networked play. HAWX allowed you to play

with your friends over local networks (with the obligatory XBox Live integration), and even look up into the sky and
check out the geosynchronous satellites above the planet. The first of the sequels, HAWX2, launched on the Xbox
360 in 2005. Its story was fairly similar to HAWXs, and covered the same timeframe. Some of the developers went
on to work on the now-cancelled Doom 3 BFG Edition, while others became staff artists for a while before joining
Ubisoft Shanghai. While HAWX2 improved on a lot of things from the original, it failed in others. Felt a bit like a
poor man's Ace Combat 1 or the first Silent Hunter. HAWX2s graphics were, once again, stunning, as if to prove
that the Xbox 360 could handle high-end graphics with ease. One glaring difference between the Xbox 360 and

PS3 versions of the game is the graphics settings. When playing the Xbox 360 version, youre left to set a variety of
colour tones and textures yourself, while the PS3 version has auto-tweaking. HAWX2s environments are vastly

improved since the first game in the series, largely due to improved textures and new geometry. There are also
more cityscapes with the use of alpha-blending, which should allow for better-looking reflections on materials.
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The company did actually create a free-to-play game in the
form of the lighthearted puzzle game Coin Heist, that has a
great premise, quirky concept and simple point-and-click

interface to match, but unfortunately it does suffer from a lack
of polish and lack of content. It also managed to do this whilst

simultaneously suffering from the same technical issues as
HAWX. HAWX pretty much does a great job of making a single-

player game work without player vs. environment aspects
(which I really dislike), but it does lack a good air of a

multiplayer-based game. This is especially interesting as it not
only allowed the game to be played in multiplayer-like fashion,
but it also allowed for a ton of modding facilities that I think a
lot of game developers are missing. This was apparent in the

great tools that have been created for the software, and it
seems HAWX's only other problem has been its large file size

that can make it difficult to get past the Steam setup. I
presume that this is why the developers decided to combine it
with Warplanes as the final product is a direct download, thus

eliminating the need to update the installer with new files.
However, replays of HAWX can be analysed using the Multi-
RECO option in HAWX's main menu, allowing for stats and a
graph to be displayed, showing your kills, times, damage,

damage %, total damage, total damage done per round and
many more, at all ranges of kill, along with your "score" which
is an incentive to keep playing. This can allow someone to get

an in-depth grasp on their kills, times, damage and overall
statistics, really understanding how they should be improving

their gameplay. 5ec8ef588b
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